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For Media Companies
If you own (or are developing) a video portal then ensuring
high quality end-user experience is critical for your business. Our Tier 1 network coupled with CDN nodes in US,
Europe, APAC, India and Australia ensure that videos get
delivered faster and give the best experience to the enduser. We believe that content owners need only focus on the
content strategy and less time worrying on its distribution
and delivery.
Tata Communications’ LiveBroadcast service on CDN helps
media companies stream HD events and 24/7 broadcasts,
thus improving the performance of their web properties
and video assets. We provide an end to end streaming solution to the 24x7 broadcasters which include down-linking,
encoding and delivery of the content to web, mobile and
connected TV’s.

For Music Publishers
Fans, audiophiles, and casual listeners are always demanding
richer experiences. Tata Communications offers a suite of
products that enable music publishers to live stream to massive audiences around the globe, accelerate their websites,

deliver great performing videos, serve podcasts to millions
of subscribers, and ensure that their content is secure. To
improve the performance of your videos we can set up the
CDN to pull from your server or cloud services account; or
to achieve even faster performance for the lowest total cost,
we can push to our origin servers for replication across our
dense storage and delivery nodes.

For Game Publishers
We stream live events, accelerate your entire web sites, serve
trailers, and deliver software that place casual and hardcore
gamers right in the action! Our Tier 1 network gracefully
handles the types of traffic typically demanded by game
publishers, while ensuring large capacity overhead to handle
spikes caused by flash crowds or software updates. Our suite
of live streaming, content delivery, and video management
products address the needs of game publishers and power
many of the gaming world’s best-known brands. To improve
the performance of your videos, we can set up the CDN to
pull from your server or cloud services account, or, to achieve
even faster performance for the lowest total cost, push to our
origin servers for replication across our dense storage and
delivery nodes.
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For more information about LiveBroadcast, please visit: http://cdn.tatacommunications.com or email
cdn.solution@tatacommunications.com
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